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555 Washington Street

Revitalization of Transamerica Block
The proposal to revitalize the Transamerica Block and build 555
Washington deserves CSFN’s support. CSFN has been asked to
approve a resolution opposing the project; the resolution is based on
false premises and should be rejected. To the contrary, the project
advances CSFN’s goals by recognizing that “existing neighborhoods
are a valuable resource to be protected, maintained, and enhanced and
stable, healthy neighborhoods are the key to healthy cities.” The
project has been widely endorsed by local neighborhoods, park
advocates and planning experts because it furthers these objectives.
Revitalizing the Transamerica Block
As presented at January’s meeting, 555 Washington will revitalize the
Transamerica block in the downtown Financial District. The project
includes a 248 unit residential building, and the renovation and
expansion of the adjacent Redwood Park. Redwood Park will be
given to the City of San Francisco as a new public park under the
jurisdiction of the Recreation and Park Commission but will be
maintained in perpetuity by the adjacent building owners at their cost.
The building is designed to maximize open space and sunlight. The
architects took the density prescribed by the planning code and
shaped it into a taller and more slender form, creating an optimum
design for the site. Rather than an imposing twenty-story rectangular
block covering the full site, the taller design is a thin, cylindrical form
with a 21% smaller footprint that creates more open space and
separation from the neighboring Transamerica Pyramid.
The proposal also includes major improvements to Redwood Park and
the surrounding open space. Redwood Park will grow 40% larger (to
over ½ acre in size) and benefit from a $2.0 million renovation at no
cost to the City. It will become a permanently protected public park
and be maintained by the adjacent building owners. When complete,
the park will be an important asset to neighbors living in Jackson
Square, North Beach, and the Barbary Coast.
Together, these elements reflect special care taken to deliver a design
that creates new public open space, maximizes light and air,
revitalizes the urban street experience of the neighborhood, and
respects the iconic nature of the Transamerica Pyramid.
Resolution based on False Premises
The proposed resolution is based on false premises about both the
Downtown Plan and Proposition K and should be rejected. The
resolution contends that the project “would violate the provisions of
the voter-mandated 1985 Downtown Plan (Prop M) which called for
appropriate transition heights at down-town’s northern border.” The
resolution confuses Proposition M and the Downtown Plan.
Proposition M was enacted in 1986 to modify the Planning Code’s
Downtown Plan (previously adopted in 1984). Proposition M makes
no mention of height; it added eight Priority Policies to the Master
Plan and further limited office development, but it did not address
height.
Cont’d on p.2, col.1
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Learning from History:
The Proposal to Double Heights on the North Edge of
Downtown*
40 years ago this year the Transamerica Corporation began its
campaign to build the City’s tallest building, the iconic Transamerica
Pyramid. Today, two generations later their successors, AEGON Corp.,
a multinational corporation, is proposing to double the height limit of
the adjoining property from 200 feet to 400 feet which they own on the
corner of Washington and Sansome streets.
Will history repeat itself? Will we let it?
The tortured tale of the controversial development of the Transamerica
Pyramid is set forth in revered former San Francisco Planning
Director, Allan Jacobs’ seminal book, Making City Planning Work.
The parallels between what was happening then and now are striking.
In those days, developers were continually pushing the height and bulk
of Downtown northwards into the human-scale, historic neighborhoods
of Jackson Square, North Beach and Chinatown. Planning Director
Jacobs, standing up for the fundamental principals of good planning,
high quality urban design and the preservation of these developed,
intact neighborhoods, opposed the project on a number of grounds.
Despite Jacobs’ opposition, his boss, then-Mayor Joe Alioto went over
his head and overruled him by convincing a bare majority of the
Planning Commission to approve the project. The project required
unprecedented aid from politicians: turning a portion of a city street
(Merchant Alley) over to the developer, granting significant state and
federal tax breaks, and perverting the City’s General Plan, Planning
Code and design standards.
Then like now it took a lot of courage and fortitude to stand up for
sound urban planning principals in the face of the well-funded
developers’ carefully-orchestrated public relations campaign. The
developers and their all-too-willing allies at the San Francisco
Chronicle marginalized those who questioned the wisdom of building
San Francisco’s tallest building at this location. As a matter of fact, in
his 1980 book Mr. Jacobs expresses his disappointment with THD and
San Francisco Planning and Urban Research (SPUR) for not doing
more to oppose the Pyramid thusly: “The role played by Telegraph Hill
Dwellers, a prestigious organization of the neighborhoods to the
immediate north of the proposed building, was not as strong as
expected. Perhaps the “incognito” efforts of the Transamerica’s public
relations staff had been effective… [They] were fearful of a totally
negative public image…[and]…did not want to appear to be against
everything.”
Actually, the primary player in the battle against the Pyramid (THD
did indeed play a role), was the The Environmental Workshop, a group
of young urban designers and environmentalists who according to Mr.
Jacobs, must not have been worried about being vilified by the local
media. (Jacobs singles out the San Francisco Chronicle as having been
heavily influenced by Transamerica’s public relations consultants.)
Cont’d on p.2, col.2
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The Downtown Plan does address heights, but not the way the
resolution states. Objective 13 of the Downtown Plan states:
A proper plan for building height should weigh all the advantages
and disadvantages of height at each location in the city. It should
also take into account appropriate, established patterns of
building height and scale, seeking for the most part to follow and
reinforce those patterns.
Taller buildings should be clustered to promote the efficiency of
commerce and avoid unnecessary encroachment upon other areas.
The downtown financial core — the major place of tall buildings
in the city — should be kept separate from other less intense
activity areas in surrounding low rise development. It should
taper down to the shoreline of the Bay.
There is no mention of transition heights at the downtown’s northern
border. This is why George Williams, the planner responsible for
creating the Downtown Plan, has written: “I believe that rezoning 555
Washington Street site to 400 feet in height and approval of the project
as proposed are fully consistent with and will carry out the principles,
objectives and policies of the Downtown Plan.”
Similarly, the resolution also mischaracterizes Proposition K with
respect to shadows on public parks. Proposition K states that:
The City Planning Commission shall conduct a hearing and shall
disapprove the issuance of any building permit governed by the
provisions of this ordinance if it finds that the proposed project
will have any adverse impact on the use of the property under the
jurisdiction of, or designated for acquisition by, the Recreation
and Park Commission because of shading or shadowing that it
will cause, unless it is determined that the impact would be
insignificant.
Proposition K does not bar new buildings from casting shadows on
parks; it prohibits new buildings that cast shadows that cause a
significant and adverse impact on the use of parks. 555 Washington’s
impact is truly insignificant: the shading amounts to 0.006% of the
sunlight on Sue Bierman Park and 0.88% of the sunlight on Maritime
Plaza. These impacts occur for a short portion of the year at the very
end of the day. By all measures, they are insignificant. This is why
Isabel Wade, the widely-respected former director of the
Neighborhood Parks Council said: “We believe the shadow impact is
minimal.”
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And as Allan Jacobs muses in his book, while they lost the fight their
efforts were not in vain. In the aftermath of the Transamerica battle a
forward-thinking zoning plan for Downtown was finally created. The
Downtown Plan, adopted in 1985, was among a number of plans that
pushed new high-rise development to the south of Market Street. The
Downtown Plan also called for the retention of Downtown’s last
surviving historic buildings, discouraged parking garages, encouraged
public transit and called for appropriate transition heights at
downtown’s northern edge where it meets Jackson Square, North
Beach and Chinatown. Height limits were adopted to implement the
policies of the Downtown Plan. Over the last 25 years San Francisco’s
Downtown Plan has been widely acclaimed in the professional
planning and urban design community.

Will history repeat itself? Will we respect the Downtown
Plan and the Urban Design Element of the City’s General
Plan?
The current proposal bears an eerie resemblance to the Pyramid fight.
The height limit would be violated. Good planning principals
abandoned. The City would again — yes, again — sell off a city street
to make the project possible. The San Francisco Chronicle (while
struggling to survive a few more months) is beating the drums for the
developers (public benefits be damned). And, while THD is fighting
the good fight against this project, the relatively new (circa 2004)
Barbary Coast Neighbors, fearing a negative public image, has gone
so far as to kowtow to the developers’ PR juggernaut by writing a
letter of support. I get it. Nobody willingly wants to suffer the biased,
mean-spirited wrath of the Chronicle’s C.W. Nevius. But writers like
Mr. Nevius come and go. THD has been protecting our neighborhood
for over a half a century.
The current proposal to confer untold value worth tens of millions of
dollars to one developer by doubling their zoning from 200 to 400 feet
for only this parcel is being justified by a preposterous sham that the
project will “create” additional public open space. The developer is
proposing to “expand” and turn over to the City the existing private
open space at the base of the Pyramid, known as Redwood Park. Let’s
examine the details:
(1) Redwood Park is an extant amenity that serves the Pyramid’s
tenants. “Giving” it to the City is of little if any value to the public
and is ultimately a liability for the City’s overburdened Recreation
and Parks Department. In other words they are offering us
Enhancing Existing Neighborhoods
nothing.
555 Washington is the kind of project CSFN should encourage
(2) The developers are attempting to have their cake and eat it several
because it is consistent with the growth controls championed by
times: To satisfy the Planning Code’s open space requirements for
CSFN and the project’s design respects and enhances existing
the new high-rise construction, they are offering to “expand”
neighborhoods. A key feature of the Downtown Plan was to downzone
Redwood Park onto City-owned land (Mark Twain Alley, the
density. The 555 Washington project conforms to those limits; it
remaining portion of Merchant Street), which they assume the
contains only the square footage that could be built under the
City is going to sell for the asking. They are also planning to build
Downtown Plan at the current height limit and is therefore consistent
four levels of underground parking beneath Mark Twain Alley. All
with growth controls endorsed by CSFN. It is taller, not bigger.
I can see is benefit many times over for the developer and little if
The proposal also respects existing neighborhoods. By expanding
any for the public. Stated differently, the developer now owns
open space by 85%, the project will connect the financial district to
everything on this block except Mark Twain Alley, which is
neighboring Jackson Square. The newly-expanded and renovated
owned by us, the public — the citizens of San Francisco.
Redwood Park will be a significant neighborhood amenity to local
What else? According to Planning Department studies, the proposed
residents. The addition of new homes will bring new customers to
new building will cast additional shadows onto Sue Bierman (Ferry)
struggling retailers on Washington Street and beyond. This is why no
Park and Maritime Plaza, publicly owned parks that are protected
adjacent neighborhood group opposes the project and why the North
Beach Neighbors and the Jackson Square Historic District Association against any new shadow by the City’s Sunshine Ordinance (Prop K).
Under the absurd theory that they are giving the public a new and
enthusiastically support it.
In the end, the debate is over design. Is a taller, more slender building expanded Redwood Park (which for all intents and purposes they
already have), the developer is asking that they be given special
with an expanded, renovated and maintained park better for the
dispensation to allow additional shadow on these two existing public
neighborhood than the rectangular box alternative allowed under the
parks.
current zoning?
st

we would
…Submitted by Andy Segal, Fair Oaks Community Coalition (FOCC) It is hard to imagine that at the dawn of the 21 century
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on p 5 still
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CSFN Draft Minutes: General Assembly Meeting January 19, 2010
1. Call to Order. President Judith Berkowitz (EMIA)
brought the meeting to order at 7:05 pm at Northern
Police Station.
a) Quorum declared. Delegates and alternates
representing 18 CSFN member organizations. 5
guests attended.

proposed Fare increases in Express lines, the
F-Line and other Classic lines.
iii. Residential parking is expected to increase
from $76.00 to $96.00. Extension of Parking
meter hours was not discussed but seemed to
be likely.
iv. BART is expected to receive 15 million is
stimulus money for new lights.
v. BRT is expected to in the City by 2014
e) Bylaws: Chair Evelyn Wilson (SPEAK)
f) Gov’t & Elections: Chair Melinda LaValle
(CHNA)

2. Introductions. Delegates and guests introduced
themselves. Hosts Nancy Stafford (GGHNA) and
Andy Segal (FOCC) described their organizations’
objectives, history, and current issues.
3. Minutes. The General Assembly draft minutes were
approved, as printed on p 2 of the January 2010
newsletter
4. Officers’ Reports.
a) President Berkowitz (EMIA) discussed:
i. Dec. 15th CSFN Annual Holiday Dinner was a
success. 50/50 drawing brought nearly
$500.00. (half to CSFN)
ii. DR Reform meetings at Planning scheduled
for Jan 27th and Feb 2.
iii. Elizabeth Watty (DR reform) from Planning
asked for an explanation of the distrust of
planning from the neighborhood organizations.
iv. DR Reform at BOS LU&ED Cmte Feb 22
b) 1st VP Clark (RHN):
i. Discussed last ExComm meeting (pg 3
Newsletter)
c) 2nd VP Mahan (EDIA)
d) Corresponding Secretary Millet (PBNA): mail
distributed
e) Treasurer Lew (NBN)
5. Committee Reports
a) Land Use & Housing: Chair Hiroshi Fukuda
(RCA) discussed the following issues:
i. DR Reform two follow up meetings for
Planning Jan 27th Feb 2nd.. Will be heard at
BOS LU&ED on Feb 22.
ii. Infill Housing has been assessed
b) Open Space: Chair Nancy Wuerfel (SPEAK)
c) Water Task Force: Chair Joan Girardot
(MCIPOA): Gave a detailed report.
d) Transportation: Chair Gary Noguera (MPIC):
discussed the following:
i. Transit effectiveness program SFMTA.com,
changes to be implemented Dec. 5th
ii. MTA has 16 million dollar shortfall, Service to
all routes are expected to be affected,

6. New Business:
i. 555 Washington. Vote on resolution as printed
on Pg. 4 required that the issue be considered
an Emergency to be considered by
Membership. Declaration of Emergency
failed. Aye 11, Nay 6, Abstain 2. Vote needs
2/3 approval to pass. Issue continued to
February meeting with newsletter article.
Reso language amended to read: Resolved that the
CSFN opposes the proposed zoning change to
increase the height limits from 200 to 400 feet
and the expected casting of additional shadows
by the currently proposed project for 555
Washington St.
7. Program. Guest — Police Chief George Gascón
spoke and took questions.
Reported about newly implemented program on
community policing and the importance of having
“Sit-and Lie” ordinance on the books to making
community policing more effective.
8. Adjournment. The January 2010 CSFN General
Assembly meeting was adjourned at 10:03 PM
…Angelique Mahan (EDIA) 2nd Vice President
(Acting Recording Secretary)

❧❧❧❧❧
How to Reach Us
President: Judith Berkowitz • sfjberk@mac.com • 824-0617
1st VP: Penelope Clark • penelopeclark@yahoo.com
2nd VP: Angelique Mahan • angelmahan@hotmail.com
Recording Secretary: Demian Quesnel • dquesnel@usa.net
Corresponding Secretary: Dick Millet • milletdick@yahoo.com
Treasurer: Jim Lew • emtjal@sbcglobal.net
Member-at-Large: Sue Cauthen • scau1321@aol.com
Member-at-Large: Lorraine Lucas • wozopozo@pacbell.net
Member-at-Large: Gary Noguera • garynoguera@earthlink.net
Parliamentarian: Evelyn Wilson • evelynwilsregparl@earthlink.net
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Executive Committee Report
February 3, 2010

Land Use & Housing
Committee Report

The meeting was called to order at 5:38 PM by Vice President
February 8, 2009
Clark. The meeting was postponed from January 27 to
The Regular Meeting of the CSFN Land Use & Housing
February at the request of the President. Those present were
Judy Berkowitz, Penelope Clark, Angelique Mahan, Lorraine
Committee was convened by Chair Hiroshi Fukuda on Monday,
Lucas, Gary Noguera, Sue Cauthen, Evelyn Wilson and Dick
February 8, 2010 at 5:39 P.M. in the Community Room of the
Millet. Notified absences: Demian Quesnel and Jim Lew. There Northern Police Station at Turk and Fillmore Streets.
was a quorum.
The Committee considered the following items
Officers’ Reports: President Berkowitz announced that the
1. DR Reform: The BOS Land Use and Economic Committee
annual dinner in December brought in $7,480.00 before
is scheduled to have a follow up hearing on DR Reform on
expenses. She said she will also be the Chairperson/Moderator
Monday, Feb. 22, 2010. The Planning Department is
at the SaveMuni Summit scheduled for March 6 at the
Women’s Building in the Mission. The aim of the meeting is to
extremely concerned that there is not great support in the
come up with small and inexpensive quick fixes for some of
community for DR Reform which includes discretionary
Muni’s problems. Gary Noguera said he would attend as a
powers for the Residential Design Team. CSFN believes
representative for CSFN, though everyone interested is invited
the Charter gives discretionary powers only to the Planning
to participate. Berkowitz and Noguera are also participating in
Commission, and it should not be delegated.
the planning for the event. •She also announced that a group
2. Housing Element 2009: The Planning Department will
from CSFN would be meeting with Supervisor David Chiu of
hold two meetings on 2/16/10, 5PM–7PM and on 2/18/10,
the Land Use Committee on February 11 to discuss proposed
Discretionary Review reform. There will be a later meeting
11AM–1PM for comments on the Housing Element 2009.
with Supervisor Sophie Maxwell. •On February 2 she had
CSFN feels the Data & Needs Analysis is inadequate and
attended the Planning Department’s outreach meeting on DR at
the Policy and Implementation Program does not reflect the
the department, held at the request of the BOS LU&ED
future needs of the City and will only result in increased
Committee to see if some common ground could be reached.
heights,
increased density, reduced parking, and lots of
But the department has not modified its position on the
market-rate housing, some low-income housing, and very
Residential Design Team acting as gatekeeper for the Planning
few moderate income/work force housing… Just more of
Commission on DR. •Several times over the past 7–8 years
President Berkowitz has offered to help the department update
the same.
their Neighborhood List which contains many groups and
3. Affordable Housing: 88 Perry St is an affordable and a forpeople that no longer exist. •She said she would have her letter
profit housing project which is an example of what can be
in response to a letter sent to her and CSFN by Planning
done in the City to provide more affordable housing. The
Commission President Ron Miguel and Planning Director John
concept is to lower cost of construction by use of modular
Rahaim who challenged the accuracy of our remarks in the
prefab construction as in Europe, and subsidize the cost
November CSFN newsletter. •She said she would contact the
with tax credits, etc. Need to continue to investigate this.
Bay Guardian regarding inaccuracies in the San Francisco
Weekly on a recent PUC meeting, if the latter failed to publish a
4. Jtown Area Plan: Rec/Park had a RFP for several open
response.
spaces in the City including Union Square, Justin Herman
Plaza, and Peace Plaza. The item was removed from the
First VP Clark also attended the DR outreach meeting and
suggested that the department’s Residential Design Team might
agenda. The Japantown Organizing Committee will meet
rule, on a trial basis, on smaller projects that did not have
on Feb. 17, 2010. Community will seek to take over the
neighborhood impact. It would be interesting to see if the
plan from Planning Dept.
department would be successful in encouraging project
5.
Planning Commission: Historic Preservation Budget
sponsors to seek out solutions that would mitigate negative
hearing.
Several Commissioners expressed that Planning
impacts on their immediate neighbors while achieving their
should finish an Area Plan including Historic Preservation
own goals.
studies before starting a new area plan. Will follow up.
There were no reports from the Second Vice President, the
6. 555 Washington: the committee passed a resolution to
Secretaries or Treasurer.
oppose 555 Washington St. project because it exceeded the
The February 2010 General Assembly program was approved:
height limit, and it would be an example of spot-zoning.
The proposed project at 555 Washington.
The City has building height limits for a good reason, and
In unfinished business, a discussion was held on the possible
it should not be exceeded.
conflict of interest by delegates having a financial interest in
7.
The
CPMC site is completely vacant and closed off, but
matters before the general assembly and voting on them as
security can be an issue. Developers often use this tactic to
representing their neighborhood group. It was agreed that the
gain support in the community to just get rid of the
Recording Secretary should have a current list of names of
delegates and alternate(s). Excom members voted to refer the
eyesore, homeless encampment, and criminal activity.
standing orders to the Bylaws Committee for any needed
The meeting was adjourned at 7:24 P.M.
review and clarification.
The next regular meeting of the Committee will be held on
In new business the following delegates were nominated to sit
Monday, March 8, 2010 at 5:30 p.m. in the Community Room
on the 2010 Nominating Committee: Hiroshi Fukuda (RCA),
Kathy Devincenzi (LHIA), Richard Magary (BVNA), Karen
of the Northern Police Station located at Turk and Fillmore
Crommie (CVIA), Melinda LaValle (CHNA), Mary Helen
Streets.
Briscoe (PRO-SF), Ellen Kerneghan (PBNA), Kathy Howard
…Hiroshi Fukuda (RCA) Chair
(RCA), Rae Doyle (GWPNA), Angelique Mahan (EDIA),
Cont’d on p.5, col.2
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555 Washington
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!

Cont’d from p.2, col.2

It is hard to imagine that at the dawn of the 21st century we would
still be dealing with “spot zoning” that violates the City’s prohibition
against new shadows on public parks, the fundamental tenants of the
Downtown Plan, and good urban design. But it seems to be
something of a current trend evidenced by the recent fight to
increase height limits along our treasured waterfront at 110 The
Embarcadero (just south of Mission Street). In that case, which the
neighbors won overwhelmingly at the Board of Supervisors (8-3),
the developer (who was supported by Mayor Newsom) attempted to
justify a 48% increase in the height limit (from 84 to 130 feet) by
saying they would build a “green” building.
It is not a coincidence that there is a spate of these audacious
rezoning proposals. Nor is it a coincidence that the developers, their
attorneys and consultants are actively working to undermine the will
of the voters to create a Historic Preservation Commission and
strengthen preservation protections in San Francisco. After a decade
of unparalleled growth as we struggle with economic recession,
developers are using the cry of “jobs, jobs, jobs” as an opportunity
to chip away at things San Franciscans have held sacred for almost
half a century: height limits along the waterfront and the northern
edge of downtown and protecting our precious parks from additional
shadow. The pressure to rezone and increase heights adjacent to and
in the historic neighborhoods along Downtown’s northern edge
(Jackson Square, Chinatown and North Beach) is much more likely
to occur if the developers succeed with their bold attempts to shoot
the moon at 555 Washington.
To see THD’s comments on the draft Environmental Impact Report
please go to to www.thd.org
*Reprinted with Permission from the THD news magazine

Resolution Concerning 555 Washington Street
Whereas, the proposed project at 555 Washington Street would
require rezoning legislation to accommodate a building of 400 feet
in a zone allowing only 200 feet and
Whereas, the proposed rezoning would violate the provisions of the
voter-mandated 1985 Downtown Plan (Prop M) which called for
appropriate transition heights at downtown’s northern border and
Whereas, the proposed project would cast shadows on Ferry (Sue
Bierman) Park and Maritime Plaza in violation of voter-mandated
Prop K which bars new buildings from casting shadows on public
parks, therefore be it
Resolved that the CSFN opposes the proposed zoning change to
increase the height limits from 200 to 400 feet and the expected
casting of additional shadows by the currently proposed project for
555 Washington St.
…Submitted by Gerry Crowley, Telegraph Hill Dwellers (THD)

S p e c i a l t h a n k s t o O f fi c e D e p o t f o r
photocopy ing services!

BENEFACTORS
David Winthrop Allen Family Trust
San Francisco Police Officers’ Assn
PATRONS
Cole Valley Improvement Assn
Haight Ashbury Improvement Assn
Retired Firemen & Widows Assn of SFFD
San Francisco Fire Fighters Local 798
SPONSORS
Barbary Coast Neighbors Assn
Buena Vista Neighborhood Assn
Cathedral Hill Neighborhood Assn
Dolores Heights Improvement Club
East Mission Improvement Assn
Eureka Valley Promotion Assn
Forest Knolls Neighborhood Org
Friends of the Music Concourse
Greater Geary Blvd Merchants & Property Owners Assn
Laurel Heights Improvement Assn
Miraloma Park Improvement Club
OMI Neighbors in Action
Potrero Boosters Neighborhood Assn
Richmond Community Assn
San Jose/Guerrero Coalition to Save Our Streets
Sunset Parkside Education & Action Cmte (SPEAK)
Telegraph Hill Dwellers
West of Twin Peaks Central Council
John Bardis
Kathryn Devincenzi, Attorney
Judith Berkowitz
Rafael Mandelman
Sue Cauthen
Dick Millet
Bernie Choden
Gary Noguera
Penny Clark
Joel Ventresca
Sheryl Connell
Jamie Whitacker
Hon Fiona Ma
George Wooding

❧❧❧❧❧
ExComm Report

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Land Use & Housing • Monday 5:30PM March 8 • Northern
Station • Chair Hiroshi Fukuda • ninersam@aol.com • 386-2632
Gov’t & Elections • Chair Melinda LaValle • melindalavalle@aol.com
Bylaws • Chair Evelyn Wilson • evelynwilsregparl@earthlink.net •
566-7826
Open Space • Chair Nancy Wuerfel • nancenumber1@aol.com •
731-6432, Ramona Albright 621-9621
Water Task Force • Chair Joan Girardot • 346-5525
Transportation • Chair Gary Noguera • garynoguera@earthlink.net

Cont’d from p.4, col.1
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Gary Noguera (MPIC). 1 VP Clark will phone all candidates
to ascertain their willingness to serve. Further nominations to
the committee will be taken at the February GA meeting, at
which time we will vote for three.
The Excom meeting was adjourned at 7:37PM.
…Penelope Clark (RHN) Chair

Hosting Schedule
Feb

• Excelsior District Improvement Assn — EDIA
Forest Knolls Neighborhood Org — FKNO
March• Greater West Portal Neighborhood Assn — GWPNA
Haight Ashbury Improvement Assn — HAIA
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Approval of Januar y 2010 Minutes

Officers’ Re ports
A. President
B. Vice Presidents
C. Secretaries
D. Treasurer

Committee Action Items — written re por ts in Newsletter
A. Land Use & Housing
B. Open Space
C. Water Task Force
D. Tr anspor tation
E. Government & Elections

Unfinished Business: Resolution concerning 555 Washington St (THD)

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

7:10

7:15

7:25

Adjournment

VIII.

IX.

7:45

Neighborhood Views is published monthly, the official voice of the Coalition for SF
Neighborhoods, Inc., a 501(c)4 organization.
To Submit Articles: Email articles by the 5th of the month to sfjberk@mac.com
Either inline text or an attached document can be used.
Articles reflect the opinions of the submitter, not necessarily the opinion of the CSFN. We
invite material from member organizations as well as rebuttal to articles already printed.
We reserve the right to edit where necessary. Member organizations may receive two
copies of the newsletter without charge. Subscription: Members/$10, Nonmembers/$15.

V i s i to r s : P l e a s e S i gn t h e G u e s t R eg i s t e r

CSFN meets the third Tuesday of each month except for December at
Northern Police Station, Turk & Fillmore Streets (Parking in rear off Turk)
Public Transit: Muni #22 Fillmore, 31 Balboa & 38 Geary Lines

Program: 555 Washington Street — Pro & Con Arguments

VII.

7:35

New Business — Nominations from the floor and Election of the
Nominating Committee for Election of Officers for 2010–11.

Call to Or der/Ascer tain Quorum
A. Introduction of Deleg ates and Guests / Shor t Announcements
B. Hosts
1. Excelsior District Improvement Assn — EDIA
2. Forest Knolls Neighborhood Org — FKNO

II.

7:00

Sign In and Refreshments

I.

6:30

Next Meeting
Tuesday
Feb 16
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___ Email us the newsletter to following email address(es): ________________________
___ Do not send us a hard copy.
___ Send a hard copy to:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Name
Ofﬁce
Address (with ZIP)
Phone
DUES, DONATIONS AND NEWSLETTER SUBSCRIPTIONS
CSFN Annual Membership dues are $45. Organizations wishing to include an additional donation to CSFN are encouraged to do so. Please add $10 for each additional
newsletter subscription for your organization’s board members and $15 for other members. Make check payable to CSFN and mail to CSFN POBox 320098 SF CA 94132.

Annual Membership Dues: $45.
Newsletter Subscriptions: @ $10.
Newsletter Subscriptions: @ $15.
Additional Donation
Total to CSFN

Thank You!

______
______
______
______
______

CSFN Membership Certification
CSFN Bylaws (Article II, Section A-G) require each voting member organization to
certify that it has a membership of 35 or more in order to maintain voting privileges.
Organizations not having the required membership are encouraged to join or retain
membership as associate members without voting privileges.
Member Organization (35 or more members)________
Associate (non-voting) Member Organization________
Certifying Signature__________________________________________
Address if not listed above_____________________________________

CSFN Annual Membership Fee is Due in January. If not received by March 1, voting rights will be withdrawn.

